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### Plugin TrackerCalendar does not show all items

**Status**
Closed

**Subject**
Plugin TrackerCalendar does not show all items

**Version**
18.x

**Category**
- Error

**Feature Trackers**

**Resolution status**
Partially solved

**Submitted by**
bfw25

**Lastmod by**
Xavier de Pedro

**Rating**

- ★★★★★ 1/5 (0)

**Description**
If a tracker contains more than 25 items per month, some items are missing when showing the month in with trackercalendar. I created 25 items with different categories for a single month and everything was fine. When inserting the 26th item, the new item was invisible. After deleting another item for that month, the new item now appears. I've been struggling with that problem for months and posted a request in the forum

https://tiki.org/forumthread72130-Plugin-TrackerCalendar-does-not-show-all-items?topics_offset=2

**Demonstrate Bug**
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

**SVN update**

**Ticket ID**
7144

**Created**
Comments

bfw25 27 Jul 19 20:53 GMT-0000
Showing the bug in a demo site failed because:

To view Tracker Calendar Tiki needs the fullcalendar/fullcalendar-scheduler package.
If you do not have permission to install this package, ask the site administrator.

I need help to continue with the demo

Xavi (as xavidp - admin) 29 Jul 19 20:51 GMT-0000

In Tiki19 the library that powers PluginTrackerCalendar was changed for another one, that needs to be installed aside of Tiki, through the new control panel to install web packages. You attempted to reproduce a bug affecting a Tiki18 site (according to your report) creating a show2.tiki.org instance of a Tiki20 instance, etc.

I removed the former show2.t.o instance (the one you created) and created a new one based on Tiki18, as in your report, so that you can reproduce your issue properly.
u: admin
p: 12345

bfw25 01 Aug 19 20:26 GMT-0000
Thanks Xavi for setting up the new instance. The bug can be demonstrated there in page:
TrackerCalendar_Demo_01

Xavier de Pedro 02 Aug 19 10:34 GMT-0000
Thanks bfw25. It seems that need to adapt the max records in listings param. See this:
(I've just added that section in the documentation, since it's was not obvious at all)

May I ask you to please test if this solution would also work in Tiki20+? (thanks in advanced)

bfw25 06 Aug 19 19:07 GMT-0000

Xavier, thousand thanks for the valuable hint and the enhancement of the documentation. I searched in vain for months for the error and would never have found the parameter in the Look&Feel settings without your help! My stite now works wonderfully with more than 200 items per month. I will repeat the test for Release 20 soon.

Xavier de Pedro 14 Aug 19 23:42 GMT-0000

you are welcome, brw25 😊

Feel free to help out with the documentation or by other means to other people when you can. Best,

bfw25 17 Aug 19
after upgrading one of my sites to release 20.0 I was able to test the calendar and it works perfectly. Thanks again for the support. Now I arrived at a new question with the colormap in plugin TrackerCalendar based on categories. I will post an entry in the forum.
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